Get an Edge

Humanities+ is a range of enriched learning and professionally
relevant experiences to help you achieve lifelong success.
These can be internships, professional clubs on campus,
studies abroad, etc.

THE FACTS

There are “only two choices” for graduates who want a
lot of options: “to be a technically savvy liberal arts
major or a liberally educated technical graduate.”
(Phil Gardner, Director of CERI, MSU)

Humanities students can double their chances of
employment by learning technical skills:
§§IT networking
§§Sales
§§Programming
§§Data analysis

§§Marketing
§§Graphic design
§§General business
§§Social media

Students can gain these skills through training,
coursework, and internships.

91% of surveyed employers said students should have
one or two three-month internships completed when
applying for work. 82% hire interns for full-time positions.

Besides internships, employers endorse educational
practices that involve active work, including
collaborative problem solving, research, senior
projects, and community engagements.

Visit http://hac.byu.edu/ for more information.

Get an Edge

+Humanities is an opportunity for students to supplement their
technical degrees with a liberal arts education and gain a
competitive advantage in the job market.

THE FACTS

There are “only two choices” for graduates who want
a lot of options: “to be a technically savvy liberal arts
major or a liberally educated technical graduate.”
(Phil Gardner, Director of CERI, MSU)

The highest salaries apply to positions that require
liberal education capabilities:
§§Writing
§§Problem solving
§§Inductive and
§§Social / Interpersonal
deductive reasoning
skills
§§Judgment and decision §§Originality
making

Language is one of the top 10 most useful degrees,
beating both business and economics in likelihood of
employment and higher earnings. In fact, humanities
graduates are more widely distributed throughout the
economic sectors than any other discipline.

Liberal arts colleges produce nearly twice as many
doctorates in science as other institutions per capita,
with humanities majors scoring higher on the GMAT
than business majors between 2000 and 2009.

Visit http://hac.byu.edu/ for more information.

